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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
The Lake Grove Village Center (LGVC) Parking Management Plan was identified
as a key action measure for addressing some of the major issues highlighted
during the extensive planning work for the Lake Grove Village Center Plan—a
project that included and benefited from significant public participation.
Development of the Parking Management Plan (PMP) included review of
existing City of Lake Oswego codes, outreach to LGVC stakeholders to identify
parking issues and concerns, and completion of a parking study to evaluate
existing parking supply and demand. During the process of developing the plan,
a range of parking problems and perceptions were identified in the LGVC,
including:




Lack of parking supply in high demand areas
Anticipated parking impacts from the Boones Ferry Road project
Desire for adequate parking requirements for new development or
redevelopment

The desired outcome for the PMP project is to address the parking issues and
challenges in the LGVC through strategies, code amendments, and
implementation measures that:









Promote the efficient use of existing parking resources
Support businesses in the LGVC by providing adequate parking and
ensuring no net parking loss when improving Boones Ferry Road
Where reasonable and practical, improve circulation between businesses
and maintain safety on Boones Ferry Road by requiring connectivity
between abutting parking lots
Address existing constrained parking supplies and the need for future
development and redevelopment to provide adequate off-street parking
Identify public parking sites in the Central and South zones of the District
to help alleviate existing and future parking demands
Protect the residential character of adjoining neighborhoods
Enhance the pedestrian environment and connectivity

To address today’s parking issues and concerns, and to better accommodate
future development in the LGVC, the PMP provides a toolbox of strategies and
recommended code amendments. The PMP project was guided by a citizens’
Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) that included representatives from the
abutting neighborhood associations, Lake Grove Business Association, Planning
Commission, and Lake Grove business and property owners.
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S TRATEGIES

TO

A DDRESS P ARKING C HALLENGES

T ABLE 1. S TRATEGIES
Short-term Priorities
Parking and Demand Management (PM)
PM-1

Consider establishing time limits for on-street parking to encourage turnover
Post signs with consistent wording and design to provide information on the
PM-2
liability and ability of parking in shared lots in the LGVC.
Establish shared parking agreements between businesses that do not have
PM-7
the same business hours and/or have spaces available.
Capacity (Cap)
Cap-3
Cap-4

Plan and construct new public surface parking lot(s)
Plan and construct new public parking structure(s)

Alternative Travel Modes (Alt)
Alt-1
Alt-2
Alt-3

Continue to require new bicycle/pedestrian facilities to create connectivity on
side streets connected to Boones Ferry Road.
Improve sidewalks and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility
Install wayfinding signage for user orientation

Code
Code- Increase the allowable distance to remote parking locations for customer and
3
employee parking
Code- Incentivize pedestrian circulation between abutting properties when vehicular
4
cross access is not practical.
Code- Amend code to allow for more efficient parking lot layouts
5
Code- Eliminate compact car parking space allowance, but reduce standard parking
6
space dimensions
Code- Discontinue the ‘access to transit’ parking modifier as not appropriate in the
9
LGVC
Code- Increase minimum parking requirements to extent permitted by Metro’s
10
Regional Functional Transportation Plan (RTFP)
Code- Modify the Neighborhood Commercial zone in the LGVC to accommodate
11
public parking facilities as a conditional use (parking areas only)
Code- Amend LGVC design standards to allow more efficient public garage layout
12
(setbacks, lot coverage, height, etc.)
Long-term Priorities
Parking and Demand Management (PM)
PM-3
Re-evaluate parking occupancy every five years
Encourage options for employer-based transportation demand programs and
PM-4
incentives
PM-5
If needed, establish time restrictions in parking lots to encourage turnover
PM-8
If feasible, consider valet parking for busy areas
Alternative Travel Modes (Alt)
Alt-5
Advocate for increased transit route frequency
Alt-6
Advocate for increased number of transit stop locations
Alt-7
Improve bus stop locations (increase visibility, awareness, and amenities)
Note: Strategy numbers reflect the order the strategies were originally identified.
Numbers not shown were screened out and are discussed in “Other Strategies
Considered” section (page 58)
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Effective parking management utilizes a variety of strategies that support
development, consider current and potential users, and make the most of current
resources before investing in new ones. In developing the PMP, the project team,
consisting of consultants and City staff, and the SAC identified and evaluated a
broad range of strategies to address LGVC parking challenges. The strategies
were organized in four categories (parking management, parking capacity,
alternative modes, and code amendments) and evaluated to determine which
strategies were appropriate for the LGVC.
Based on public input, the SAC refined the list of strategies into short-term and
long-term priorities. Short-term strategies address current parking challenges
and should be implemented in the next five years. Long-term strategies address
parking challenges that may take more time and additional resources to
implement as parking needs change over time. Table 1 summarizes the
recommended strategies in the PMP, according to type of strategy and the time
frame for implementation (short term or long term).
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I NTRODUCTION AND V ISION
The Lake Grove Village Center (LGVC) Parking Management Plan (PMP) is a
guiding document that is designed to address a range of parking challenges
expressed by the LGVC area stakeholders. The challenges include, but are not
limited to, lack of parking supply in high demand areas, parking impacts from
the Boones Ferry Road project, desire for adequate parking requirements for new
development or redevelopment, and the need to protect the residential character
of surrounding neighborhoods.

Why?

What?

How?

B ACKGROUND
A comprehensive PMP is a key measure for implementing the LGVC Plan. The
Lake Oswego City Council adopted the LGVC Plan in 2008 following an
extensive public process that began nearly nine years earlier, when the City’s
Comprehensive Plan was amended to designate the Lake Grove area as a Town
Center. The regional significance of the LGVC is evidenced by the Town Center
designation, redevelopment activity, and support of the Oregon Department of
Transportation and the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and
Development in partially funding the PMP through a Transportation and
Growth Management (TGM) grant.
The LGVC Plan is the City’s detailed plan to integrate land use, transportation,
and urban design into an active, pedestrian-friendly center on the west end of the
City, and provides a framework for the development of the plan area. The LGVC
Plan details the existing conditions, outlines the vision and area redevelopment
objectives, and identifies specific provisions about future parking and planned
bicycle and pedestrian connections. It envisions major improvements for the
Boones Ferry Road corridor to transform the area from a commercial strip into an
attractive, mixed-use district where people can safely walk from business to
business.
Throughout the prior work for the LGVC Plan, parking was a topic of great
interest and concern, which is reflected in many of the LGVC Plan’s adopted
policies and action measures. One such action measure is to “Ensure no net loss
of parking facilities within the Lake Grove Village Center when making access
modifications to Boones Ferry Road.” The Boones Ferry Road project is the
LGVC Plan’s significant implementation measure, adding bike lanes, pedestrian
amenities, and safer access to businesses along the corridor. The PMP
complements the Boones Ferry Road project by identifying potential future
public parking facilities to help ensure no net loss of parking. The PMP also
identifies strategies and code amendments that will make it easier to replace
private off-street parking lost due to the widening of Boones Ferry Road.
Whenever possible, replacement parking on impacted properties should be
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designed to meet City design standards. Unfortunately, many properties along
Boones Ferry Road are already highly constrained. As such, the PMP
acknowledges that in order to provide replacement parking spaces to keep
businesses economically viable, variances to certain standards may be necessary.

S TUDY A RE A
The study area of the PMP is the LGVC, which is within the City of Lake Oswego
(see Figure 1 for the study area/LGVC boundaries). Boones Ferry Road extends
through the entire length of the study area from Madrona Street to just northeast
of Kruse Way Place, and includes abutting and adjacent parcels and businesses
on each side of Boones Ferry Road. The study area extends into portions of both
the Lake Grove and Waluga Neighborhood Associations.

P ROJE CT V ISION

AND

D ESIRED O UTCOMES

The LGVC Plan identified a Community Vision for 2024: “Public parking for
vehicles, both on and off-street, is provided in convenient locations within the
Village Center. These parking areas allow for ease of access to retail, restaurant
and other neighborhood services without encroaching on the surrounding
residential neighborhoods.” This plan implements action measures and policies
identified in the LGVC Plan to help realize that vision. The outcomes of the PMP
project include:











An inventory and study of existing parking utilization in the LGVC
A more efficient use of existing parking resources in the LGVC
Support of businesses in the LGVC by:
o providing adequate parking,
o ensuring no net parking loss when improving Boones Ferry Road,
and
o improving vehicular access between businesses and maintain
safety on Boones Ferry Road by requiring connectivity between
parking lots where practical
Identification of parking management strategies, parking policies, and
standards that address the existing constrained parking supply and
ensure that future development and redevelopment provide adequate
parking to meet demands
Identification of potential future public parking sites to help alleviate
existing and future parking demands in constrained areas
Protection of the residential character of adjoining neighborhoods by
minimizing traffic and parking impacts from the commercial area
Transformation of Boones Ferry Road into a “great street”, with enhanced
pedestrian and bicycle access, as envisioned in the LGVC Plan
Guidance for future amendments to the City’s Comprehensive Plan and
City Codes as necessary to implement the PMP
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P UBLIC O UTRE ACH
The ultimate success of the PMP depends on the involvement and support of the
property and business owners of the LGVC and residents of the surrounding
neighborhoods. As part of the public outreach
for the PMP, a broad range of public
•Stakeholder
Interviews
involvement tools were used to gather
•Online Survey
Public
meaningful input from stakeholders. The
•Open Houses
Outreach
project was driven and guided by a
Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) with
representatives from the adjacent neighborhoods,
Data
the Lake Grove Business Association, Planning
Collection
Commission, and property and business owners
•Inventory
in the study area. The SAC met many times
•Occupancy
Committees
throughout the project to review the work in
•Utilization
progress, provide public input, further define
•Project Management
Team
the parking issues and challenges in the LGVC,
•Technical Advisory
provide direction on short-term and long-term
•Stakeholder Advisory
strategies, and review and revise the draft PMP.
At the start of the project, the project team conducted interviews with six
business owners; met with the Lake Grove and Waluga Neighborhood
Associations (15 attendees), and the Lake Grove Business Association (12
attendees); and conducted surveys of property and businesses owners (32
respondents), and residents (38 respondents) in the LGVC area and along Boones
Ferry Road. Questions related to parking in the LGVC were posted on the “Open
City Hall” page of the City’s website (five respondents), and an Open House was
conducted (31 attendees) to gather input on potential parking strategies and
locations. Throughout the process, the project team provided information and
status updates for the public, and announced meetings in the City’s HelloLO
newsletter, on the City’s website, and via email to local organizations.
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The following summarizes the results from this public outreach.
Common Public Comments on
Parking

G ENERAL C OMMENTS B Y LGVC S TAKEH OLDER S

•Provide public parking near
busiest areas
•Landscape buffer and setback
policies limit parking layout
efficiency
•Liability of shared parking
agreements
•Account for employee parking
during development of
properties
•Allow for flexibility in code for
more parking
•Provide safer crossings of
Boones Ferry Road
•Improved connectivity to
LGVC for pedestrians and
bicylists



Parking Areas Most Mentioned
as a Concern
•Lake Grove Shopping Center
•Starbucks on Douglas Way
•Oakridge Road
•Douglas Way
•Pho Lavang, Gubanc's and
Riccardo's restaurants
•Lake Grove Post Office
•Haggens
•Medical Offices
























Parking at local businesses is an issue on weekdays,
especially during the noon hour, and on Saturdays.
Many stakeholders indicated that there is not enough
parking, especially at shopping centers and
restaurants/shops.
Both neighborhood associations cited issues with the
current on-street parking situation on Oakridge Road,
Quarry Road, and Douglas Way, and the overflow
parking on residential streets by business patrons.
Residents of the adjacent neighborhoods occasionally
walk to Lake Grove destinations, and would walk and
bike more often if there were better pedestrian and bike
amenities and safer conditions.
Concerns were voiced about congestion, especially on
narrow residential roads and near Starbucks on Douglas
Way in the morning.
A quarter mile was the farthest that people indicated
they would walk from parking to a destination.
Desired plan outcomes include: more parking, keeping
parking out of the residential areas, reducing cutthrough traffic, improved pedestrian/bike connectivity,
and scaling new development so that adequate parking
is included.
Some businesses have arranged for remote shared
parking for employees through formal or informal
agreements with nearby businesses.
Most employees arrive by car; a few who live in the area
bike or walk. Incentives aren’t offered and transit is not
considered a viable option for most employees.
Five out of six businesses interviewed would be willing
to discuss a parking fee if public parking was improved
in their business areas.
Signage should be improved to direct drivers to
appropriate driveways.
Concerns were raised about losing parking stalls when
landscape, buffering, and stormwater management
requirements are triggered as businesses redevelop or
improve parking.
Landscape and buffering requirements also affect
building expansion plans.
Property owners are willing to discuss shared parking
and shared access between adjacent properties.

Lake Grove Village Center Parking Management Plan
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Technical Memorandum #1, Initial Public Outreach Plan (see separate Technical
Appendix) provides a detailed summary of the results of this outreach.

R ESEARCH
The following documents and resources were reviewed to guide the
development of the PMP:







Lake Grove Village Center Plan (2008)
Lake Grove Urban Renewal Plan (2012)
Lake Oswego Transportation System Plan (2014)
City Code Provisions (see Review of Current Code sections, below)
Oregon Transportation Planning Rule (including Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements)
METRO’s Regional Transportation Functional Plan (RTFP)

The goals, policies, and action measures of the 2008 Lake Grove Village Center Plan
and 2012 Lake Grove Urban Renewal Plan were the fundamental guiding
documents for the PMP. The two documents aim to create a walkable and
bikeable urban form with on-street and off-street parking to support commercial
uses while minimizing impacts to surrounding neighborhoods. Goals and
policies relevant to the PMP from the 2008 Lake Grove Village Center Plan
include:







Lake Grove Village Center – A Community Vision for 2024: “Public
parking for vehicles, both on and off street, is provided in convenient
locations within the Village Center. These parking areas allow for ease of
access to retail, restaurant and other neighborhood services without
encroaching on the surrounding residential neighborhoods.”
Goal 3: “Enhance the Pedestrian Environment and Connectivity” is
supported by a policy of locating parking in the rear or at the side of lots.
Goal 7: “Protect the Residential Character of Adjoining Neighborhoods”
is supported by a policy to manage on-street parking opportunities for
neighbors who live adjacent to the LGVC. Reconstruction of Boones Ferry
Road will include landscape features and parking projects that will help
keep automobile traffic on the main streets and parking within the
commercial core of the area.
Goal 9: “Support businesses in the Village Center” is supported by
policies to provide adequate parking for businesses, to ensure no net
parking is lost when improving Boones Ferry Road, to improve vehicular
access between businesses, and maintain safety on Boones Ferry Road by
requiring connectivity between parking lots with shared access drives,
where practical.

Lake Grove Village Center Parking Management Plan
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These goals and policies are implemented by the following LGVC Plan action
measures:






Develop parking lots/facilities, either through public acquisition or
public/private partnerships. Parking facilities should be distributed
throughout the LGVC and designed to minimize impacts to surrounding
residential neighborhoods and promote a walkable, livable atmosphere.
Enhance opportunities for on-street parking by establishing timed
parking zones and/or loading zones and signage. Formalize on-street
parking opportunities in the LGVC area.
Through development review, encourage shared off-street parking
between abutting businesses when practical. Coordinate shared off-street
parking facilities with access routes provided by required connections
between parking lots and crossover easements. Shared parking
agreements foster appropriate and efficient use of land within the LGVC,
where one auto trip can be made to frequent a variety of different
destinations and promote a vibrant walkable district.

A primary goal of the Lake Grove Urban Renewal Plan is to support local
businesses by enhancing the transportation network and ensuring there is
sufficient parking to address area demand. The Plan specifically identifies
parking as a major project activity: “Parking development to replace parking lost
in the Boones Ferry Road construction and parking to support businesses in the
Area.”
Technical Memorandum #2, Background Information and Decision-Making Framework
(see separate Technical Appendix) provides a detailed summary of the existing
goals and policies reviewed for the PMP project.

B OONES F ERRY R OAD P ROJECT
The Boones Ferry Road project is the LGVC Plan’s significant implementation
measure; this project adds bike lanes, pedestrian amenities, and improved, safer
access to businesses along the corridor. The project’s initial design process
identified several properties with potential loss of parking spaces. Some
properties will require parking lot redesign to minimize lost parking, while other
properties may experience an unavoidable loss to a portion of their off-street
parking.
Properties that are anticipated to have parking impacts are highlighted in Figure
2. Through the design development process for Boones Ferry Road, the design
team is working with the affected properties in redesigning or reconfiguring
their parking in order to minimize parking loss. As of November 2015, the design
team estimates that approximately 52 parking spaces will be impacted on 10
properties. By reconfiguring parking areas on these properties, most, possibly
Lake Grove Village Center Parking Management Plan
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all, of the spaces can be added back. The extent to which replacement parking
spaces can be found will depend on the willingness of property owners to
accommodate changes to their parking and landscaped areas and the City’s
ability to grant variances for certain development and parking design standards.
As part of the final design in 2016, the project team will submit a single
Development Review application for the proposed parking lot reconstructions
for all of the impacted properties. The application will likely include minor
and/or design variances to surface parking and landscape design standards to
ensure impacted properties maintain their current amount of parking. .
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Figure 2: Boones Ferry Road Parking Impacts

P ARKING D ATA C OLLECTION AND F INDINGS
P ARKING D ATA C OLLE CTION M ETHODOLOGY
To better understand and quantify how existing parking supply is being used
and help identify effective strategies to more efficiently use the available parking
supply, a parking survey of a “typical” Saturday was conducted on February 7,
2015, and a parking survey of a “typical” weekday was conducted on
Wednesday, February 11, 2015. Then, more detailed parking surveys were
conducted for the entire on-street supply and for a representative sample of offstreet parking within the area. Data was collected each hour on the hour over a
10-hour period each day beginning at 9 a.m. and concluding at 6 p.m. The
surveys collected occupancy data at all the representative sample sites; then,
within a targeted sample of those sites, utilization data was collected. A
breakdown of the type of parking data collected is presented below. The data
collection process follows the methodology outlined in Parking Made Easy: A
Guide to Managing Parking in Your Community.1

Parking Data Collection
Establish Current Parking
Inventory in LGVC
(Available parking supply)

OnStreet

OffStreet

Perform Detailed Parking
Surveys
Occupancy Survey
(Number of cars parked)

OnStreet

OffStreet

Utilization Survey

(Number of cars and duration
of stay)

OnStreet

Representative
Sample

Off-Street
Targeted Sites
Within
Representative
Sample

1

http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm/docs/parkingprimerfinal71213.pdf
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P ARKING I NVENTORY
An inventory of all on-street and off-street parking located within the study area
was completed using a combination of aerial maps and geographic information
systems (GIS) shape files, and on-the-ground physical assessments. The
inventory database was populated with information derived from multiple onthe-ground, site-by-site inspections by project team surveyors. Inspections
included visits to sites, physical counts of parking stalls, and research on
property ownership and type of parking identified (e.g., retail, office,
residential).
The majority of parking available within the LGVC is located in privately owned
off-street parking lots (3,602 spaces). On-street parking is not clearly striped and
was estimated at 89 parking stalls, which represents only two percent of the
available parking supply.
T ABLE 2. P ARKING I NVENTORY
On-street Parking
Off-street Parking
Total

Parking Stalls

Percent of Parking Supply

89
3,602
3,691

2%
98%
100%

The parking inventory and utilization was analyzed for the entire district. For
consistency with the LGVC Plan, and to help identity the optimal locations for
potential future parking facilities, results of the study are also arranged by
geographical area of the district (zones).
T ABLE 3. O FF -S TREET P ARKING I NVENTORY

BY

Z ONE

Parking Stalls
Occupancy Survey:
Records the number of
cars parked at a point
in time against the
number of available
spaces

North
Central
South
Total

2317
322
963
3,602

P ARKIN G O CCUPANCY AN D U TI LI ZA TI ON S UR VEYS
Utilization Survey:
Uses license plate
information to
understand how long
vehicles are parked in
a certain stall/area

Once an inventory of the total existing parking supply in the study area was
established, detailed parking occupancy surveys were conducted during two
days in February 2015 to gain further understanding of how the parking supply
is being used. These surveys collected occupancy data at all the representative
sample sites; then, within the representative sample, a few targeted sites had
utilization data collected.
The data collection found that there are constrained sites within the study area.
The constrained sites typically include retail or service-oriented uses that have
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high parking demands during their peak usage period. The Lake Grove
Shopping Center (Site 15) and the Gubanc’s and Babica Hen restaurants (Site 21)
were constrained during both the weekday and weekend day observations.
Overall, the parking inventory in the entire study area is underutilized, but the
study area is approximately mile in length which makes it impractical to park at
one end of the district and walk to uses at the other end. Looking at the total
parking supply, peak occupancies range between 35 percent (weekend) and
67 percent (weekday). These occupancy patterns are similar for both the on-street
and off-street inventories.
Figure 3 highlights the locations of the detailed parking surveys.
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Figure 3: Parking Data Collection Sites

O N - S TR E E T S UR VEY S AMPLE
The supply of the onstreet parking was small
enough that all of the
stalls could be surveyed
for both occupancy and
utilization. As previously
mentioned, all of this
data was collected for a
single weekday and
single weekend day to
understand how parking
patterns change during
the week.

Unmarked on‐street parking on Quarry Road

O FF - S TR E E T S UR VEY S AMPLE
Unlike for the on-street survey sample, it was not feasible to collect occupancy
and utilization data for the entire off-street supply. Instead, survey data was
collected from a representative sample that included all types of businesses,
ranging from office, retail, and grocery to mixed-use. The sample also included a
diverse selection of lot
sizes and geographic
locations within the
study area.
Table 4 summarizes the
off-street representative
sample sites, including
assigned site number,
description of the
property, address,
number of stalls, and
type of business. These
sites had occupancy
Off‐street parking at Lake Grove Shopping Center
data collected (hourly
count of parked vehicles). A map illustrating the location and distribution of the
off-street representative sample sites (as well as on-street parking) is provided in
Figure 3.
Four sites, denoted with an asterisk in Table 4 were also surveyed for utilization
(i.e., how long vehicles were parked). These locations were sites with consistent
Lake Grove Village Center Parking Management Plan
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levels of customer and visitor activity as determined by the project team and
input from stakeholder surveys. The sites selected were Sites 15A, 17, 18, and 19.

P ARKING O CCUPA NCY : H OW M ANY C ARS A RE P ARKE D
(A RE P ARKING F ACILITIES P ROVIDING E NOUGH S UPPLY )
As previously mentioned, occupancy is the percentage of spaces that were
occupied within a specific section of the study area (block
face, parking lot) at any moment. Occupancy data is
important because it helps provide an understanding of
whether parking facilities are providing enough supply to
meet the demand.

55% or Less
Parking is readily
available

55% to 69%

Adequate parking supply

70% to 84%

Generally, once parking occupancy reaches approximately
85 percent of the available parking spaces, it becomes harder
to find an open parking space. As a result, drivers are often
required to circle the block (or parking lot), which impacts
traffic flow and creates delay. This PMP defines 85 percent
occupancy as the effective capacity threshold. Occupancy
above 85 percent is generally less effective and considered
constrained. Qualitative assessment of parking supplies has
been assigned based on the occupancy thresholds shown in
the graphic to the left. Parking occupancy for the overall
study area represents an average of the entire study area and
may not reflect site-specific areas of congestion. The overall
occupancy data provides a baseline for the study area and is
important in understanding general parking behavior.

As an overall study area, parking is underutilized with a few
constrained sites. However, as previously noted the plan
district is approximately one mile in length, making it
impractical to park at one end of the district and walk to uses
at the other end. It should also be noted that the survey was
85% or more
Constrained parking supply
conducted prior to the opening of Kruse Village Shopping
Center (in the North Zone), which is
anecdotally known to be at or near
capacity during peak hours. Of the
Generally an indication that parking
24 observed sites, there are ten
management measures should be
constrained sites that have parking
implemented
demand exceeding 85 percent of the
supply at some point during the
day. The constrained sites are

Strained parking supply
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primarily retail/service locations and represent 17 percent of the total observed
off-street parking supply. Looking at the total parking supply for the entire
district, peak occupancies range between 35 percent (weekend) and 67 percent
(weekday). These occupancy patterns are similar for both the on-street and offstreet parking inventories.
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Although the overall parking supply shows moderate use, Table 4 and the “heat
maps” (see Figure 4 and Figure 5) highlight areas with occupancy constraints.
Parking management strategies should balance between solutions that target
constrained sites and solutions that would benefit the entire LGVC study area to
ensure sufficient parking for future demand.
T ABLE 4. O FF -S TREET R EPRESENTATIVE S AMPLE S ITES P EAK O CCUPANCY
Property/
Business

Site No.

Address

Number of
Stalls

Peak
Occupancy
Weekday

Peak
Occupancy
Weekend

332

67.77%

6.02%

58

34.48%

32.76%

367

87.74%

24.80%

51

74.51%

27.45%

75

94.67%

36.00%

91

72.53%

26.37%

50

66.00%

50.00%

23

86.96%

52.17%

37

102.70%(a)

32.43%

6

66.67%

0.00%

33

78.79%

30.30%

25

64.00%

52.00%

30

86.02%

93.55%

63

86.02%

93.55%

21

61.90%

47.62%

25

28.00%

16.00%

126

73.02%

62.70%

North Zone
1
2
3

Kruse Way
Plaza
Corona
Restaurant
Mercantile
Medical Plaza

4

Spring Creek
Campus

5

Mercantile
Village

4500 Kruse
Way
4250
Mercantile Dr
3975
Mercantile Dr
15100-10
Boones Ferry
Rd
3970
Mercantile Dr

Central Zone
6
7

Lake Grove
School
Arabian
Nights, et al.

8

Post Office

9

Shon Tay Prof.
Center

10

Dentist Office

11

Riccardo’s

20

McDonalds

21a

Gubanc’s

21b

Babica Hen

22

Wells Fargo

15777 Boones
Ferry Rd
15630 Boones
Ferry Rd
15875 Boones
Ferry Rd
15800 Boones
Ferry Rd
3993 Lake
Grove Ave
16035 Boones
Ferry Rd
16044 Boones
Ferry Rd
16008
Boones Ferry
Rd
15964 Boones
Ferry Rd
15955 SW
Boones Ferry
Rd

South Zone
12

Kumon, Real
Estate, et al.

13

Haggen’s
(formerly
Albertson’s)
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Site No.
14
15a* & b
16
17*
18*
19*

23

Property/
Business
Olson Clinic,
Dental, et al.
Lake Grove
Shopping
Center
Bank of
America
Aaron
Brothers/ Pet
Store
Phở Lavang/
Car Wash et al.
Lake Grove
Plaza
Customer
Parking
Naomi’s
Lampshades

Address
16463/
16455 Boones
Ferry Rd
16398 Boones
Ferry
15955 SW
Boones Ferry
Rd
16130 Boones
Ferry Rd
16120 Boones
Ferry Rd
16088 Boones
Ferry Rd
15942 SW
Boones Ferry
Rd
16398 Boones
Ferry Rd

Number of
Stalls

Peak
Occupancy
Weekday

Peak
Occupancy
Weekend

112

58.93%

12.50%

167

94.96%

93.73%

21

90.48%

80.95%

49

67.35%

69.39%

51

72.55%

70.59%

38

92.11%

71.05%

16

81.25%

93.75%

Behind
Roundtable
32
43.33%
90.00%
Pizza
* Indicates site selected for utilization analysis.
(a) Indicates that at the peak hour more cars than marked stalls were parking in the lot.
Shaded cells indicate that parking lot surpassed industry standard for desirable
capacity (85%) during observation.
24
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Figure 4: Weekend Peak Hour Occupancy Heat Map
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Figure 5: Weekday Peak Hour Occupancy Heat Map
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Average Duration of
Stay: The average time
a single vehicle stays in a
stall over the course of a
survey day. This
information can help
determine the type of
user (employee or
visitor) using a parking
stall. Generally, patrons
of a business will have
shorter durations of stay
than employees or
residents.

Violation Rate: Percent
of the time a vehicle
exceeds a posted time
limit on a parking stall.
Violation rates can help
determine whether
posted parking
restrictions are being
followed. Violation rates
above 10 percent would
generally indicate the
need for additional
enforcement or
different parking
management strategies.

Turnover Rate:
Turnover is an indicator
of the efficiency of a
parking stall, that is, the
potential it has to
accommodate new
vehicle visits throughout
an operating day.
Turnover is derived by
dividing the average
parking operating day
(10 hours) by the
average duration of
stay. Within the parking
industry, a turnover rate
of 5.0 is considered the
minimum standard for
stall efficiency.

P ARKING U TILIZATION : H OW M ANY C ARS P ARK
H OW L ONG ?

AND FOR

In addition to collecting occupancy information, utilization data was collected in
order to tell a more detailed story of parking behavior within the study area.
Utilization surveys collect vehicle specific information for unique parking stalls
in able to calculate how efficiently parking supply is being used.
The sites chosen for utilization surveys were:


Lake Grove Shopping Center - 16398 Boones Ferry Road



Aaron Brothers, et al. – 16130 Boones Ferry Road



Phở Lavang, Lake Grove Car Wash, et al. – 16120 Boones Ferry Road



Lake Grove Plaza customer lot – 16088 Boones Ferry Road



On-street parking supply

Effectively managing parking can have important economic benefits. A study2 in
Bend, Oregon, estimated that the average retail sale per customer transaction
was $20. If parking turnover rates are between 5.0 and 8.0, this equates to
approximately $30,500 to $48,500 per parking stall of potential retail sales each
year. Table 5 provides a summary of the parking utilization at the four observed
sites.
T ABLE 5. P ARKING U TILIZATION S UMMARY
Site

Average
Length of
Stay

Turnover
Rate

Peak Hour

Peak
Occupancy

Lake Grove
Shopping Center

1 hr 17 min

7.77

Noon – 1:00 PM

94.9%

Aaron Brothers

1 hr 59 min

5.06

Noon – 1:00 PM

67.3%

Lavang’s/Car Wash

1 hr 24 min

7.18

11:00 AM – noon

72.6%

Lake Grove Plaza

5 hr 7 min

1.96

11:00 AM – noon

92.1%

It was found during the data collection that off-street parking lots that provide
customer/visitor access are generally successful in achieving that purpose. Four
off-street parking lots were evaluated, and, as shown in Table 5, three of the four
sites maintained efficient turnover rates, by parking industry standards, with a
turnover rate of 5 or higher. Occupancies on these sample sites ranged from
moderate to constrained.
The existing on-street supply represents a small portion of the overall supply of
parking, is underutilized, and is used primarily for long-term stays. These

2

http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm/docs/parkingprimerfinal71213.pdf
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conditions likely result from how the parking is configured (no signage, no stall
striping), which makes it very difficult for unfamiliar users to find the stalls or
understand the rules of use, or both. It is possible that the current on-street
parking supply is not being efficiently used due to lack of clear signage or visual
markers.

S UMMARY

OF

P ARKING D ATA C OLLE CTION F INDINGS

Nearly all of parking within the LGVC is located in privately owned off-street
parking lots (3,602 spaces). Furthermore, the limited on-street parking that exists
(89 spaces) is not clearly striped and represents only two percent of the parking
supply.
Overall, peak parking occupancies for the entire district range between 35
percent (weekend) and 67 percent (weekday). These occupancy patterns are
similar for both the on-street and off-street inventories. Of the 24 observed sites,
there are ten constrained sites that have parking demand exceeding 85 percent of
the supply at some point during the day, as shown in Table 4. The constrained
sites are primarily retail/service locations and represent 17 percent of the total
observed off-street parking supply.
Of the four off-street parking lots that were evaluated on their utilization, and, as
shown in Table 5 above, three of the four sites maintained efficient turnover rates
by parking industry standards, with a turnover rate of 5 or higher. However,
occupancies on these sample sites ranged from moderate to constrained.
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P ARKING C ODE E VALUATION
To understand how parking is considered during development, it is important to
recognize how the code currently functions. Case studies of required parking for
recently developed sites and a review of current code practices were completed
as part of the PMP project.

C ASE S TUDIES
Case studies of parking at recently developed sites were completed at four
locations: Oakridge Senior Housing, Lake Grove Shopping Center, Wells Fargo
Bank, and First Citizen’s Bank. Summaries of the case studies for each of these
locations are provided in the tables below.
T ABLE 6. O AKRIDGE S ENIOR H OUSING P ARKING R EQUIREMENTS

Oakridge Senior Housing (2008)
Year Approved
Zone / Use
Parking Minimum
Before Modifiers
Modifiers Applied
Parking Needs Analysis
“Parking Study”
Off‐Street Parking Built
Shared Parking
Arrangements

2008, LU 07‐0031
GC / Congregate Care
Housing
23.5 spaces
n/a
17.29 spaces
20 spaces
Lake Grove Presbyterian
Church, 1,365 feet
south of the site

The Oakridge Senior Housing project was approved, after a lengthy process, in 2008. The applicant opted to not
use the numerical method to determine minimum parking, but instead submitted a parking study that
demonstrated that 17.29 spaces would be adequate, and 20 spaces were actually constructed. There is a formal
agreement to allow overflow parking at the Lake Grove Presbyterian Church, and annual parking compliance
reports are required.
While the current city code is met, there is a parking problem as observed and reported by the neighborhood
and community stakeholders. The overflow parking area at the church is underutilized, and insufficient off‐street
parking at the housing project has significantly increased the demand for and usage of the available on‐street
parking along Oakridge Road. Additionally, the construction of the Wells Fargo Bank has increased the usage of
the on‐street parking supply on Oakridge Road. The inconsistent width and condition of the right‐of‐way along
Oakridge Road creates confusion and disorganized on‐street parking conditions. As a result, vehicular, bicycle,
and pedestrian movement on Oakridge Road is experienced as unsafe. The city’s Transportation System Plan
identifies an improvement project on Oakridge that would install curb and gutters. However, due to higher
priority transportation projects and limited funds, this project is currently listed as unfunded in the city’s 6‐year
Capital Improvement Plan.
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T ABLE 7. L AKE G ROVE S HOPPING C ENTER P ARKING R EQUIREMENTS

Lake Grove Shopping Center (2010)
Year Approved
Zone / Use
Parking Minimum
Before Modifiers
Modifiers Applied
Parking Minimum
After Modifiers
Off‐Street Parking
Built
Compact Stalls
Shared Parking
Arrangements

2010, LU 10‐0044
GC / Retail
209 spaces (with tenants)
Development Site Size 15%
Access to Transit 10%
160 spaces
168 spaces
64
Round Table Pizza, 32 spaces
Employee parking at
Marquess, 40 spaces

The Lake Grove Village Shopping Center was approved in 2010. To calculate required parking, the applicant
started with the existing uses and the Gross Floor Area (GFA), and then applied the retail standard of 3.33 spaces
per 1,000 square feet to the vacant tenant spaces. The total number of required spaces was 159 without using
any parking modifiers. The applicant proposed 168 spaces, 64 of which were compact, which complied with
Code. The applicant later wanted to add a second restaurant in one of the vacant tenant spaces, thus increasing
the required number of spaces (based on GFA) to 209 spaces. At that point, the applicant used two parking
modifiers (development site size and access to transit) to reduce the required off‐street parking to 160 spaces.
Since the approved parking lot already included 168 spaces, it complied with Code, even with the second
restaurant.
The Lake Grove Shopping Center is commonly cited by area stakeholders, property owners, and patrons as
having significant parking issues. The concerns include inadequate parking to meet customer demand during
peak periods, insufficient parking for employees, and constrained drive aisles and parking stalls. The PMP
parking inventory and survey confirmed that the Lake Grove Shopping Center is a constrained site and
experiences a peak occupancy of 94.9 percent from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. The parking issues would be significantly
worse if the Shopping Center had not arranged for off‐site employee parking through shared parking
agreements (32 stalls at Round Table Pizza property and 40 spaces at the back lot of Marquess of Granby).
The PMP identifies the Round Table Pizza site as a potential future public parking facility in the south zone.
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T ABLE 8. W ELLS F ARGO B ANK P ARKING R EQUIREMENTS

Wells Fargo Bank (2013)
Year Approved
Zone / Use
Parking Minimums
Before Modifiers
Parking Maximum
Modifiers Applied
Off‐Street Parking
Built
Shared Parking
Arrangements

2013, LU 13‐0009
GC / Bank
12 spaces on Parcel 1, n/a
on Parcel 2
14 spaces on Parcel 1, n/a
on Parcel 2
none
14 spaces on Parcel 1,
7 spaces on Parcel 2
Constructed a 7‐space
parking lot on a second
parcel off of Oakridge Road

The Wells Fargo Bank site on Boones Ferry Road was approved in 2013. The parking standard requires that a
bank provide 2.5 spaces per 1,000 square feet of GFA. The applicant partitioned the site into two parcels. The
4,453‐square‐foot bank building is located on Parcel 1; this parcel required a minimum of 12 spaces and a
maximum of 14. The applicant proposed and constructed 14 spaces. Parcel 2 is developed with a surface
parking area that provides seven spaces with access to Oakridge Road.
Although the Wells Fargo Bank development complied with Code and provides more parking than the
minimum required, area stakeholders and residents report that the development has placed an additional
demand on the existing on‐street parking on Oakridge Road.
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T ABLE 9. F IRST C ITIZEN ’ S B ANK P ARKING R EQUIREMENTS

First Citizen’s Bank (2014)
Year Approved
Zone / Use
Parking Minimum
Before Modifiers
Parking Maximum
Modifiers Applied
Off‐Street Parking
Built
Shared Parking
Arrangements

2014, LU 14‐0007
GC / Bank
22 spaces
28 spaces
Access to Transit 10%
26 spaces
none

The First Citizen’s Bank development was approved in 2014. The parking standard requires that a bank
provide 2.5 spaces per 1,000 square feet of GFA. The building is 8,552 square feet and thus required a
minimum of 22 spaces and a maximum of 28 spaces.
Because transit facilities are available along the site’s Boones Ferry Road frontage, a 10% reduction in
minimum parking required was applied. Using the modifier, the minimum required spaces was 19. The
applicant proposed 26 spaces, which complied with Code. As of the development of this PMP, the First
Citizen’s Bank project was under construction.

R EVIE W

OF

C URRENT C ODE

The project team reviewed the current parking and access-related code
regulations, targets, and standards for on-street and off-street parking facilities.
Key areas of discussion included the minimum parking requirements (parking
ratios), allowable parking reductions (modifiers), and site design standards that
impact where and how parking facilities are designed and built. These topics are
summarized below.

P ARKIN G R ATI OS
Lake Oswego’s development code (Chapter 50) establishes minimum and
maximum parking requirements through ratios. A parking ratio is the number of
spaces required to serve a particular land use or business type based on building
size (gross floor area or GFA). These minimums and maximums must be in
compliance with Metro’s requirements in the Regional Transportation Functional
Plan (RTFP). The Metro RTFP establishes parking maximums for Zone A
(Transit and Pedestrian Accessible Areas) and Zone B (the rest of the region).
The City’s parking maximums for commercial uses, which are 125 percent of the
parking minimum, comply with the Zone B parking maximums.
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Table 10 identifies those uses in the City’s development code which currently
require less parking than is allowed by Metro and, for those uses, provides a
comparison of the City of Lake Oswego minimum parking requirements with
Metro’s. There were concerns expressed by stakeholders about the adequacy of
off-street parking required within the LGVC and a desire to ensure that required
parking was the maximum allowed by Metro. The PMP proposes increasing the
City of Lake Oswego minimum parking requirements for the LGVC to match
Metro’s [See discussion of Code-10, in the Parking Management Strategies
section].
T ABLE 10. C ITY OF L AKE O SWEGO (LO) P ARKING R EQUIREMENTS
R EQUIREMENTS
LO Parking Space Required
Type of Use
(per LO Code)
(per Table 50.06.002‐3)
(C) PLACES OF PUBLIC ASSEMBLY

VS .

M ETRO RTFP

RTFP
(requirements may not
exceed)

LO
compared
to RTFP

1. Churches,
clubs, lodges,
meeting
rooms, and
auditoria

1 space per 4 seats of
maximum capacity, or 1 space
per each 5 occupants based on
maximum capacity as
calculated under the
provisions of the Uniform
Building Code
(D) COMMERCIAL AMUSEMENTS

Places of worship: 0.5
spaces/seat

Lower

1. Stadium,
1 space per 4 seats (fixed
arena, theater seating)
(E) COMMERCIAL

Movie theater: 0.3 spaces
per seat

Lower

3. Bank

4.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA (with drive‐in)
4.1 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA (retail/commercial
including shopping centers)
15.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

Lower

4. Super‐
market

2.5 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA3
2.9 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA.

Lower

7. Eating or
13.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
Lower
drinking
GFA
establishment
10. Retail sales 3.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. GFA 4.1 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
Lower
and rentals,
GFA (retail/commercial
except as
including shopping centers)
otherwise
specified in LO
Code and RTFP
Yellow shading indicates that Lake Oswego’s minimum parking requirement is currently lower
than Metro’s.

3

GFA = Gross Floor Area.
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M ODIFIERS
The development code includes options for developers to modify (reduce) the
amount of parking they are required to provide. There are modifiers in the
LGVC Overlay District (LOC 50.05.007) as well as in the Parking standard of the
City Code (LOC 50.06.002). These modifiers include:


Within 500 feet of a public parking facility, the minimum parking
requirement is 75 percent of what would be required.



A 10 percent reduction in required parking is allowed when providing a
Village Gathering Place as shown on LOC Figure 50.05.007-C.



For very large developments (over 20,000 square feet GFA), the minimum
parking requirement is 85 percent of what would be required.



For sites with access to transit facilities, the minimum parking
requirement is 85 percent to 90 percent of what would be required.



For sites with bicycle and pedestrian access, the minimum parking
requirement is 90% of what would be required.

These modifiers can significantly decrease the amount of off-street parking that
would otherwise be required for a development. For example, as described in
the case study of the Lake Grove Shopping Center, two parking modifiers
(development site size and access to transit) were applied, reducing the required
parking from 209 spaces to 160 spaces. Thus, the reductions along with the
relatively low parking ratios for commercial uses as identified in Table 10
contributed to the constrained parking at the Shopping Center. The PMP
proposes removing the access to transit facility parking modifier within the
LGVC as existing services are not frequent enough to offset the loss in parking
(see the discussion of Code-9, in the Parking Management Strategies section,
below).

S I TE D ESIGN
The LGVC Overlay District contains a number of development standards that
affect how and where a public garage might be built, as well as standards that
affect the layout and efficiency of parking lots, both public and private.
For public garages, the current lot coverage and height regulations are the most
problematic. To allow the cost-effective development of the site identified as a
potential public garage location on Figure 8, significantly increasing the lot
coverage from 50 percent to 75 percent would be necessary. The maximum
height restriction of the base zone (45 feet in the General Commercial (GC) zone)
is sufficient to allow a parking structure; however, there is an additional height
limitation of 28 feet for structures located within 30 to 48 feet of residentially
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zoned land. This secondary height restriction poses another challenge to
constructing a public garage.
For surface parking lots, both public and private, there is potential to reduce the
amount of internal and perimeter landscaping, while still ensuring that parking
lots will be attractive and that buffering continues to be provided for abutting
residential zones. Reducing the number of landscape islands required (e.g., from
1 island per 8 spaces to 1 per 10 spaces) and providing an alternative landscape
treatment for smaller private parking lots (20 spaces or less) would allow
flexibility and potentially more efficient parking lot designs.
The PMP proposes code amendments to implement the changes discussed above
(also see the discussions of Code-3, Code-4, Code-5, Code 6, and Code-12 in the
Parking Management Strategies section).

P OTENTIAL P UBLIC P ARKING L OCATIONS
O FF S TREET P ARKING
Given the size of the LGVC, a single public parking facility would not be able to
serve the entire District as it would be beyond a reasonable walking distance of
two to three blocks. It would likely be beyond the one-quarter mile distance
some stakeholders indicated they would walk. It is important to note that the
one-quarter mile distance is a standard measure for walkability regarding how
far most people would walk to a destination, depending on traffic and
streetscape conditions. To provide additional parking within a feasible walking
distance of 750 feet for the majority of the LGVC, potential sites in the South and
Central zones were identified for public parking facilities (surface lots or garage),
as shown in Figure 6.
The three sites were identified based on the findings of the parking inventory,
input from the public outreach Open House, proximity to currently constrained
parking lots, and potential availability of land. One of the potential sites is in the
South zone and two of the potential sites are in the Central zone. Only one of the
Central zone sites is needed to meet current parking demands. Conceptual
layouts of the proposed sites in the South and Central zones are provided in
Figure 7 through Figure 10 to illustrate how public parking facilities could be
developed under the current development code and with the proposed changes.
A structured parking garage is recommended for the South zone, and surface
parking is recommended for the Central zone.
A site was not identified in the North zone because the PMP parking data
collection did not indicate an immediate need for additional parking in the North
zone.
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Lake Grove Village Center
Parking Management Plan
Figure 6: Potential Sites for Public Parking Facilities

S OUTH Z ON E S I TE
This site in the south zone was chosen because of its proximity to locations with
constrained parking. This property is at 16444 Boones Ferry Road, the site of
Round Table Pizza, and is currently used to supplement parking for Lake Grove
Shopping Center, which shares a property line to the east. The site is zoned GC
with parking permitted as the sole use on a site. The site is large enough to be
considered for mixed-use development; however it is privately owned and
would require land purchase or lease, when available. Under the current code,
approximately 70 to 80 parking stalls could be striped on a surface lot at this site;
this number would change, depending on whether a mixed-use development
was built.
A public garage rather than a surface lot is proposed for this site because of the
large parking deficit that exists in the South zone. Such a structure could include
first floor retail space at its frontage along Boones Ferry Road and possibly
second floor commercial or public use space above the retail uses. It is important
to note that specific uses for the development, including public functions are not
known at this time and are not part of this parking management plan. Estimated
parking demand for future retail/commercial space on the site and the existing
demand from the abutting Lake Grove Shopping Center indicate a need for at
least 170 parking spaces in a public garage:


90 parking spaces for the Lake Grove Shopping Center,



20 parking spaces for first floor retail space, and



60 parking spaces for second floor commercial or public uses.

If the potential public garage included more than 170 spaces, then the additional
spaces could accommodate some parking demand from future development in
the South zone.
This is the only site in the LGVC that was identified in this process as a potential
location for a public garage.
As shown in the site layout in Figure 7, under the current Code, the building
(retail/commercial spaces and parking) would be limited to a maximum 50
percent lot coverage. A 3-floor public garage with surface parking behind would
provide a total of approximately 189 spaces (146 structured stalls and 43 surface
stalls), and parking structure floor heights would be limited to 11 feet to safely
accommodate vehicle access between floors.
With the proposed code amendment to lot coverage, Figure 8 demonstrates a site
layout that would allow for the building (retail/commercial spaces and parking)
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to cover up to 75 percent of the lot. The larger building size would provide a total
of 238 structured parking spaces, and would have more typical
retail/commercial floor heights of 15 feet. This site layout also reflects the code
amendments for larger wall planes and the full 45-ft. height at a 30-ft. setback
from the south property line. A 5-ft. increase to the standard 10-ft. landscape
buffer along the south property line would be required to offset impacts to the
abutting residential areas.
An estimate of costs was prepared for the example site layout to highlight
potential costs. The sample layout assumed 5,665 square feet of ground floor
retail space and 7,000 square feet of second floor commercial or public use space.
A parking structure could cost $20,000 to $30,000 per stall to construct, not
including the other uses.
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CURRENT CODE

±
Legend

Surface Lot: 43 Stalls
1st Floor: 41 Stalls
2nd Floor: 46 Stalls
3rd Floor: 59 Stalls
Total parking stalls: 189
Lot coverage: 55%

Landscaping

Lake Grove Village Center
Parking Management Plan
Figure 7: South Site Conceptual Layout - Current Code

PROPOSED CODE

±
Legend

1st Floor: 72 Stalls
2nd Floor: 77 Stalls
3rd Floor: 89 Stalls
Total parking stalls: 238
Lot Coverage of Structure: 75%

Landscaping

Lake Grove Village Center
Parking Management Plan
Figure 8: South Site Conceptual Layout - Proposed Code

C EN TRAL Z ON E S I TE A
The consolidation of two properties located on Oakridge Road on the south side
could serve as a convenient location for a future public surface parking lot (4284
and 4270 Oakridge Road). The site’s relatively small size, proximity to a low
density residential neighborhood, and narrow right-of-way makes it more
effective as a surface lot than a structured parking lot. One of the two properties
is zoned Neighborhood Commercial or NC (4284 Oakridge Road) and the other
is zoned General Commercial or GC (4270 Oakridge Road). A parking facility is
an allowed use in the GC zone but is currently not allowed in the NC zone. The
proposed code amendments include changing the permitted uses in the NC zone
to allow surface parking as a stand-alone conditional use in the LGVC Overlay
(see the description of Code-11 in the Parking Management Strategies section, on
page 52).
As shown in Figure 9, under the current Code, approximately 65 parking stalls
could be striped on a surface lot at this site. The stalls would be a mix of
standard and compact parking spaces.
With proposed code amendments to allow 10 parking spaces per bay, the site
could provide approximately 68 parking stalls with no compact parking spaces,
as shown in Figure 9. A pedestrian cross-access could also be included on the
south side to provide more direct access to Boones Ferry Road. If a vehicle crossaccess were provided to connect to the adjacent parking lot, approximately 3
parking stalls would be lost, for a total of 65 stalls of capacity. For either site
layout, the City is assumed to purchase the 27,774-square-foot property. Since
one of the properties is zoned NC and is adjacent to other properties zoned
NC/R-0, any parking development must be designed to reduce the impact to
neighboring residences.
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CURRENT CODE

PROPOSED CODE

±
Legend

Current Code
Total Stalls: 65 Stalls
Proposed Code
Total Stalls: 68 Stalls
(65 Stalls if cross-access provided)

Landscaping
Potential Cross-Access
C

Compact Stall

Lake Grove Village Center
Parking Management Plan
Figure 9: Central Site A Conceptual Layouts

C EN TRAL Z ON E S I TE B
A public surface parking lot is proposed for this vacant site, which is located on
the north side of Oakridge Road. The site’s relatively small size, proximity to a
low density residential neighborhood, and narrow right-of-way, makes it more
effective as a surface lot than a structured parking lot. Because this site is zoned
NC, the proposed code amendment to the NC zone would allow parking as a
stand-alone conditional use (see the description of Code-11 in the Parking
Management Strategies section). The proposed parking lot layout is not
impacted by the proposed code amendments. Under both the current code and
the proposed code, 41 parking stalls would be provided, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Central Site B Conceptual Layouts

O N -S TREET P ARKING
Most customers, employees, and residents would prefer to park close to their
destination. There are few on-street parking spaces within the LGVC, and those
on-street parking spaces that do exist generally do not have any signage or
striping to indicate them as options for parking. Indicating where it is legal to
park could alleviate confusion for residents and patrons. However, marking onstreet stalls may result in a net loss of on-street parking, because marked stalls
might be generously sized for compact vehicles. Additionally, under-improved
roadways can benefit from signage only; markings and signage are more
appropriate for fully improved roadways.
As sites redevelop, right-of-way (ROW) will need to be dedicated for street
improvements and, depending on the site, additional on-street parking could be
constructed. Figure 11 highlights the ROW that would need to be acquired to
reconstruct LGVC cross streets to either a 50-foot or a 60-foot cross section. The
varying widths would accommodate different sidewalk, curb, and gutter
designs, but they would typically provide parking on both sides and 12-foot
travel lanes in each direction.
The City of Lake Oswego Transportation System Plan (TSP) identifies three cross
streets within the LGVC for new curb and gutter improvements (Quarry,
Oakridge, and Reese Roads). When these projects are designed, consideration
should be given to acquiring the necessary ROW to provide parking as well. The
TSP also identifies upgrades to Firwood Road to include bicycle lanes and
sidewalks and indicates that consideration should be given to on-street parking.
If parking is to be provided on both sides of the street, ROW acquisition will be
needed for any of the cross streets within the LGVC. However, it may be
possible to design street improvements to provide parking on one side of the
street without ROW acquisition on Quarry Road, Oakridge Road, Lanewood
Street, and Douglas Way.
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Figure 11: Potential for On-Street Parking

P ARKING M ANAGEMENT S TRATEGIES
Parking and
Demand
Management

A broad range of parking management strategies were considered when
developing the PMP. These parking management strategies are grouped into
four categories: Parking and Demand Management, Parking Capacity,
Alternative Modes, and City Code Amendments.
Parking and Demand Management: Parking and demand management
strategies are tools for using existing parking resources more efficiently.

Parking Capacity

Alternative
Transportation
Modes

Code

Parking Capacity: This category is for strategies that add capacity in the form of
on-street or off-street parking facilities.
Alternative Transportation Modes: An enhanced multi-modal transportation
system can also reduce traffic congestion and encourage LGVC visitors to travel
between businesses without getting in a car. Alternative modes include transit,
bicycling, and walking.
Code: The City’s development code already includes many of the typical
parking management strategies: parking minimums and maximums, and
landscaping and screening standards for parking lots. Strategies within this
category refine some of these standards to address specific concerns within the
LGVC.
The strategies presented in this Parking Management Plan will be reviewed by
the Planning Commission and City Council. Following approval of the plan, each
recommended code change will need to be further reviewed and refined through
a formal code amendment process.
This section of the PMP includes recommended solutions that efficiently and
strategically manage existing parking demands and future parking needs in the
study area. Refinement of the strategies by the SAC resulted in recommendations
that are separated, according to the time frame for their implementation, into
short-term priorities and long-term priorities. The full range of strategies that
were considered is discussed in Technical Memorandum #4, Parking
Management Strategies (in the separate Technical Appendix).

S HORT -T E RM P RIORITIES
Based on consultation with members of the community and discussions with the
project team and the SAC, a list of short-term priorities was identified. The shortterm priorities address current parking concerns in the LGVC and should be
implemented within the next five years. The short-term strategies are presented
in Table 11, and a summary of each strategy is provided in the text following the
table.
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T ABLE 11. S HORT - TERM P RIORITIES
Parking and Demand Management (PM)
Consider establishing time limits for on-street parking to encourage
turnover
Post signs with consistent wording and design to provide information on
PM-2
the ability and liability of parking in shared lots in the LGVC
Establish shared parking agreements between businesses that do not have
PM-7
the same business hours and/or have spaces available
Capacity (Cap)
PM-1

Cap-3
Cap-4

Plan and construct new public surface parking lot(s)
Plan and construct new public parking structure(s)

Alternative Travel Modes (Alt)
Alt-1
Alt-2
Alt-3

Continue to require new bicycle/pedestrian facilities to create connectivity
on side streets connected to Boones Ferry Road
Improve area sidewalks and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
accessibility within the LGVC
Install wayfinding signage for user orientation

Code
Code-3
Code-4
Code-5
Code-6
Code-9
Code-10
Code-11
Code-12

Increase the allowable distance to remote parking locations for customer
and employee parking
Improve vehicular and/or pedestrian cross-access connections
Amend code to allow for more efficient parking lot layouts
Eliminate compact car parking space allowance, but reduce standard
parking space dimensions in the LGVC
Discontinue the ‘access to transit’ parking modifiers as they are not
appropriate in the LGVC
Increase minimum parking requirements to extent permitted by Metro’s
Regional Functional Transportation Plan (RTFP)
Modify the Neighborhood Commercial zone in the LGVC to accommodate
public parking facilities as a conditional use (parking areas only)
Amend LGVC standards to allow more efficient public parking garage
layouts (setbacks, lot coverage, height, etc.)

Note: Strategy numbers reflect the order the strategies were originally identified.
Numbers not shown were screened out and are discussed in “Other Strategies
Considered” section on page 58

P ARKIN G AN D D E MAN D M ANAGE MEN T (PM) S TRA TE GI ES
PM-1: C O N S I D E R E S T A B L I S H I N G T I M E L I M I T S F O R O N - S T R E E T P A R K I N G
T O E N C OU R A G E T U R N O V E R
Currently, on-street parking within the LGVC is a small portion of the parking
supply and is generally unrestricted (with the exception of two stalls). This
strategy will establish the desired use for on-street parking (e.g., patrons,
employees, residents) in specific locations to guide future implementation of
parking strategies. One option is to use the capacity threshold to trigger a change
to the priority use. For example, if the on-street supply becomes constrained (that
is, if occupancy is consistently at or above 85 percent), then consider
adding/adjusting time restrictions to encourage turnover. This strategy does not
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have to be implemented to the entire supply of on-street parking, but can be
tailored to different areas within the LGVC.
PM-2: P O S T S I G N S W I T H C O N S I S T E N T W O R D I N G A N D D E S I G N T O
PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE ABILITY AND LIABILITY OF PARKING IN
S H A R E D L O T S I N T H E LGVC

To improve the willingness of owners to enter into shared parking agreements
with abutting properties, the PMP recommends posting bailment notices to
release business owners from liability in their parking lots. The notice would
state that no responsibility or liability (bailment) is created for anyone using the
lot relieving the property owner from any liability for loss, theft, or damage that
might occur.
The City could provide consistent liability language and signage design for the
LGVC business owners to use on their properties to improve the use of shared
parking and reduce the number of times a customer re-parks to run errands
within the LGVC.
PM-7: E S T A B L I S H S H A R E D P A R K I N G A G R E E M E N T S B E T W E E N BU S I N E S S E S
T H A T D O N O T H A V E T H E S AM E B U S I N E S S H OU R S A N D / O R H A V E S P A C E S
AVAILABLE

The goal of shared parking is to more effectively utilize existing parking
resources. This goal can be accomplished by encouraging properties or
businesses with different peak business hours to partner in utilizing the same
parking spaces during different times of the day or week. For example, the
majority of the office parking within LGVC is operating well below 50 percent
capacity on the weekends; opening up these spaces for restaurant parking during
off-peak office times could alleviate parking demand on constrained sites during
the weekend. Shared parking agreements can be between property owners and
could be tied to the implementation of public parking facilities as well (see the
descriptions of Cap-3 and Cap-4, below). If the lots are far away, valet parking
could be used for transport.
The City should work with the Lake Grove Business Association to create one
standard shared parking agreement that could be used by all business and
property owners interested in such an agreement.
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P ARKIN G C APACI TY (C AP ) S TRATE GI ES
C A P -3: P L A N A N D C O N S T R U C T N E W P U B L I C S U R F A C E P A R K I N G L O T ( S )
Developing an off-street surface parking lot or parking lots for public parking is
another option for creating additional parking supply. This strategy can be
accomplished through repurposing an existing underutilized lot or lots or
creating a new lot or lots. The average cost to build a surface parking lot is
approximately $7,500 to $12,000 per parking space. Implementation of a new or
repurposed parking lot may also be the first phase of a larger parking structure
to serve future needs. Depending on the location of the lot or lots desired or
necessary to serve the demand (based on the 85 percent rule), a shuttle system
may be desirable to serve area businesses. Refer to the Potential Public Parking
Locations section for a list of potential sites and conceptual layouts.
C A P -4: P L A N A N D C O N S T R U C T N E W P U B L I C P A R K I N G G A R A G E
Constructing a new public garage is an option for increasing the parking capacity
to serve the growing needs of the area; however, it is also a substantial
investment. The average cost to build structured parking is approximately
$20,000 to $30,000 per parking stall. Other factors that need to be taken into
account include the assigned burden of development costs, ownership, property
size, maintenance, and distance from desired destinations. Depending on the size
of the structure and the number of stalls necessary to serve the demand, a shuttle
system may be desirable to serve area businesses via remote parking.
A well-placed public garage could be an employee resource in the near term and
a residential/customer resource in the long term. The City should also consider
partnering with or incentivizing private development to include public parking.
Refer to the Potential Public Parking Locations section for a conceptual layout
and funding options.
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A LTERN ATI VE T RAVEL M ODE S TR ATE GI ES
A L T -1, A L T -2: C O N T I N U E T O R E Q U I R E N E W B I C Y C L E / P E D E S T R I A N
FACILITIES TO CREATE ACCESS ON VILLAGE CROSS STREETS AND
I M P R O V E A R E A S I D E W A L K S A N D ADA A C C E S S I B I L I T Y W I T H I N T H E
LGVC
Both the bicycle and pedestrian networks and connections in the LGVC have
gaps and deficiencies (see Figure 12). There is an opportunity to encourage the
creation of a truly multi-modal system, although challenges exist given the
narrow cross streets existing rights-of-way.
The 2014 Lake Oswego TSP and Capital Improvement Plan identify pedestrian
projects within the LGVC on
Mercantile Drive, Douglas Way,
and Bryant Road and a bicycle
project on Bryant Road.
However, it was noted that the
neighborhood associations may
prefer pathways and are not
supportive of tree removal. It
could be possible to add
sharrows (shared lane bicycle
marking) to the cross streets to
facilitate bicycle connections
within the LGVC.
Opportunities to upgrade
existing sidewalk facilities should
be considered. The Boones Ferry
Road project will go a long way
toward improving the conditions
along the main corridor in the
LGVC, but the broken sidewalk
connections and meandering
pathways on Village Cross
Streets should, at a minimum, be
reconstructed in order to ease
travel.

F IGURE 12. E XISTING B ICYCLE

AND

P EDESTRIAN F ACILITIES
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A L T -3: I N S T A L L W A Y F I N D I N G S I G N A G E F O R U S E R O R I E N T A T I O N I N T H E
LAKE GROVE VILLAGE CENTER
Wayfinding signage can help orient people to their surroundings and
destinations, thereby reducing confusion and facilitating traffic flow to/from
parking areas and buildings. Such signage can also be used to reinforce the
district’s visual identity and brand while directing people to a preferred or
optimal route.

C ODE S TR ATE GI ES
C O D E -3: I N C R E A S E T H E A L L O W A B L E D I S T A N C E B E T W E E N S H A R E D
PARKING LOCATIONS
Artistic Wayfinding Signage

Currently, required parking may be provided on remote lots within 500 feet of
the subject site. Increasing this distance would provide more flexibility for the
location of shared parking within the LGVC and, thus better facilitate shared
parking arrangements and the future use of public parking facilities.
To accomplish this strategy, the proposed code amendments in Appendix A
increase the acceptable distance for shared parking within the LGVC from 500
feet to 750 feet for non-employees and up to 1,000 feet for employees (see
Appendix A).
C O D E -4: I M P R O V E V E H I C U L A R A N D / O R P E D E S T R I A N C R O S S - A C C E S S
CONNECTIONS

Historically, the goal of creating cross-access connections between development
sites has been difficult to achieve in redevelopment projects. Abutting property
owners have few incentives to provide vehicular cross-access easements or
reciprocal parking. In some cases, there is a disincentive as providing a crossaccess driveway may result in a loss of required landscaping on the abutting site.
If a connection between sites was provided, customers could easily walk between
developments without having to hike through the perimeter landscaping or
travel out of direction in their vehicles.
The proposed code amendments in Appendix A would require the applicant to
pursue a pedestrian connection with the abutting property owner if a vehicular
connection is not practicable or reasonable. To improve participation in the crossaccess connections, the amendments would also allow the “hardscape” area in
the cross-access pedestrian easement on the abutting property to be counted as
part of the required landscaping (see Appendix A).
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C O D E -5: A M E N D C O D E T O A L L O W F O R M O R E E F F I C I E N T P A R K I N G L O T
L A Y OU T S

The Code currently requires that parking areas be divided into bays of not more
than eight parking spaces, with 5-ft. curbed planters (landscape islands) between
or at the end of each parking bay. This requirement, as well as other setback and
screening standards, make it difficult to design parking areas in an efficient
manner. The landscape island regulations should be modified to allow greater
flexibility in site design. Increasing the spacing between landscape islands or
providing an alternative to islands for smaller private parking lots could allow
for more efficient parking lot layouts. Other landscaping requirements for the
site would still have to be met.
To accomplish this strategy, the proposed code amendments in Appendix A
clarify that these standards apply only to surface parking areas, reduce the
number of landscape islands from one per eight spaces to one per ten spaces, and
provide an alternative to landscape islands for smaller private parking areas with
20 parking spaces or less (see Appendix A).
C O D E -6: E L I M I N A T E C O M P A C T C A R P A R K I N G S P A C E A L L O W A N C E , B U T
REDUCE STANDARD PARKING SPACE DIMENSIONS

Currently, the Code allows for up to 50 percent of parking spaces to be compact;
however, the use of compact spaces can be hard to enforce and stakeholders
noted that they are not the best fit for patrons in the LGVC. In some cases, noncompact vehicles will attempt to park in a compact space, encroaching on an
adjacent parking stall and effectively decreasing the amount of usable parking.
To accomplish this strategy, the proposed code amendments in Appendix A
prohibit the use of compact spaces within the LGVC. This change will increase
the amount of land needed for parking areas. As a measure to offset some of the
increase, the PMP also recommends applying the slightly smaller alternative
parking space dimensions for surface and structured parking currently used in
the Foothills Mixed Use (FMU) zone (see Appendix A).
C O D E -9: I D E N T I F Y A N D R E M O V E P A R K I N G M O D I F I E R S
As noted previously, the code provides options for developers to modify
(reduce) the amount of off-street parking that they are required to provide.
There are two modifiers in the LGVC Overlay and three applicable modifiers in
the Parking standard:
LGVC Overlay:


Within 500 feet of a public parking facility, the minimum parking
requirement is 75 percent of what would be otherwise required.
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A 10 percent reduction in required parking is allowed when providing a
Village Gathering Place as shown on LOC Figure 50.05.007-C.

Parking Standard:


For very large developments (over 20,000 square feet GFA), the minimum
parking requirement is 85 percent of what is what would be otherwise
required.



For sites with access to transit facilities, the minimum parking
requirement is 85 percent to 90 percent of what is what would be
otherwise required.



For sites with bicycle and pedestrian access, the minimum parking
requirement is 90% of what is what would be otherwise required.

These modifiers are often not directly correlated to parking demand. For
example, the 10 percent reduction for a site that must provide a Village
Gathering Place does not directly reduce the parking demand, but the modifier
does offset the “cost” of providing the public space.
There was concern by the SAC that, since these modifiers can decrease the
amount of off-street parking that would otherwise be provided on a site, their
continued application may result in insufficient parking for future development
within the LGVC. At the same time, the SAC did not want to overly reduce a
developer’s flexibility to determine the appropriate parking for a particular site
and use. After careful review of all of the parking modifiers, the SAC felt that
the reduction of parking by up to 15% when a site has “access to transit” was not
appropriate for the LGVC as public transit services in this area are not sufficient
to offset the loss in parking.
To address this concern, a code amendment in Appendix A is proposed that
would preclude development within the LGVC from using the city-wide “access
to transit facilities” modifier (see Appendix A).
C O D E -10: I N C R E A S E M I N I M U M P A R K I N G R E Q U I R E M E N T S T O E XT E N T
PERMITTED BY METRO’S REGIONAL FUNCTIONAL TRANSPORTATION
P L A N (RTFP)
As noted previously, community members have expressed concern that there is
not enough parking being provided for new developments within the LGVC and
a desire to ensure that the amount of parking provided by development was the
maximum allowed by Metro. City parking requirements for the following uses
are currently lower than is allowed by Metro:


Churches, clubs, lodges, meeting rooms, and auditoria



Stadiums, arenas, theaters
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Sports clubs/recreation facilities, including billiard and pool
parlors, video arcades, dance halls, gymnasiums, health clubs



Banks



Supermarkets



Eating or drinking establishments (other than fast food
restaurants with drive-ins)



Retail sales and rentals

To address this concern, the code amendments in Appendix A would increase
LGVC parking requirements to the extent permitted by the RTFP as shown in
Table 12 on the next page. By increasing the amount of off-street parking
required, the code amendments may result in existing uses becoming nonconforming with regard to parking (see Appendix A).
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T ABLE 12. P ROPOSED I NCREASES IN M INIMUM P ARKING R EQUIREMENTS
Current Minimum Parking
Requirement

Proposed Minimum Parking
Requirement

1 space per 4 seats of
maximum capacity, or 1
space per each 5 occupants
based on maximum capacity
as calculated under the
provisions of the Uniform
Building Code

Places of worship: 0.5 spaces
per seat

1. Stadium, arena, theater

1 space per 4 seats (fixed
seating)

Movie theater: 0.3 spaces per
seat

3. Sports club/recreation
facilities, including billiard
and pool parlors, video
arcades, dance hall,
gymnasium, health club

2 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

4.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

Type of Use
(C) PLACES OF PUBLIC
ASSEMBLY
1. Churches, clubs, lodges,
meeting rooms, and
auditoria

(D) COMMERCIAL
AMUSEMENTS

1.0 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA for tennis or racquetball
courts

(E) COMMERCIAL
3. Bank

2.5 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

4.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

4. Supermarket

2.9 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

4.1 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA (retail/commercial
including shopping centers)

7. Eating or drinking
establishment (other than
fast food restaurants with
drive-in)

13.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

15.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

10. Retail sales and rentals,
except as otherwise
specified herein

3.3 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA

4.1 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
GFA (retail/commercial
including shopping centers)

*GFA = Gross Floor Area.

C O D E -11: M O D I F Y T H E N E I G H B O R H O O D C O M M E R C I A L Z O N E I N T H E
LGVC T O A C C O M M O D A T E P U B L I C P A R K I N G F A C I L I T I E S A S A
CONDITIONAL USE

Currently off-street parking facilities are permitted in the GC zone, but
prohibited in the NC zone.
To enable development of the specified surface parking facilities in the NC zone
which are shown on Figure 6, Appendix A includes a code amendment to the
permitted uses table (Table 50.03.002-2) which would allow surface parking
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facilities as a sole use on a site in the NC zone as a conditional use, but only for
those sites specified within the LGVC PMP (see Appendix A).
C O D E -12: A M E N D LGVC D E S I G N R E Q U I R E M E N T S T O A L L O W M O R E
E F F I C I E N T P U B L I C P A R K I N G S T R U C T U R E L A Y OU T S ( S E T B A C K S , L O T
C O V E R A G E , H E I G H T , E T C .)
The LGVC establishes a number of development standards that affect how and
where a public parking structure might be built. To allow cost-effective
development of the potential public garage site identified on Figure 8, some
changes to the development standards are necessary, including:


Increasing the lot coverage to 75 percent for a public garage on the
Round Table Pizza site (Figure 8).



Removing the 28 ft. height restriction within the distance of 30 feet
to 48 feet of residentially zoned land.



Allowing non-residential uses above the second story for public
parking garages.



Providing an alternative façade treatment for public garages to
use some form of vertical landscaping (aka “living wall”, “green
wall”, or similar installation) similar to that used on the parking
structure at the Portland Airport.



Increasing the required 10-ft. landscape buffer to 15 ft. along the
property line abutting R-7.5 or R-10 residentially zoned properties
to minimize impacts from the other amendments.

To accomplish this strategy, amendments are proposed in Appendix A that
would apply to “public garages,” (also referred to as parking structures in this
document), which are defined in the development code as follows:
Garage, Public. A publicly or privately owned structure having one or more
stories, used for the parking of motor vehicles, and open for use by the general
public, either free or for remuneration. Public parking garages may include
parking spaces for customers, patrons or clients which are required by this Code,
provided said parking spaces are clearly identified as parking space(s) for the
building or use.4
(See Appendix A.)

4

LOC 50.10.003.2
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L ONG -T ERM P RIORITIES
Long-term priorities are those recommended strategies that address current and
anticipated parking needs beyond the 5-year time frame of the short-term
priorities. The long-term strategies are presented in Table 13, and a brief
description of each strategy is provided in the text following the table.
T ABLE 13. L ONG - TERM P RIORITIES
Parking and Demand Management (PM)
PM-3
PM-4
PM-5
PM-8

Re-evaluate parking occupancy every five years
Encourage options for employer-based transportation demand programs and
incentives
If needed, establish time restrictions in off-street parking lots to encourage
turnover
If feasible, consider valet parking for busy areas

Alternative Travel Modes (Alt)
Alt-5
Alt-6
Alt-7

Advocate for increased transit route frequency
Advocate for increased number of transit stop locations
Improve bus stop locations (increase visibility, awareness, and amenities)

Note: Strategy numbers reflect the order the strategies were originally identified. Numbers not shown
were screened out and are discussed in “Other Strategies Considered” section

PM-3: R E - E V A LU A T E P A R K I N G O C C U P A N C Y E V E R Y F I V E Y E A R S
Completing a parking occupancy study approximately every five years or as
conditions and funding resources warrant, and then sharing the study
observations with the residents and businesses in the LGVC would help to align
parking perceptions with actual parking supply and demand.
PM-4: E N C O U R A G E O P T I O N S F O R E M P L O Y E R - B A S E D T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
DEMAND PROGRAMS AND INCENTIVES

A Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program could encourage
employees to reduce driving and thus could reduce parking demand for a
reasonable cost. Examples of TDM programs are listed below and are meant to
be a menu that businesses owners can draw from:
“G U A R A N T E E D R I D E H O ME ” (GRH) P R O G R A M
Encourage alternative transportation by providing employees who use
alternative transportation a guaranteed way to get home in the event of a
personal emergency.
RIDESHARE SYSTEM FOR EMPLOYEES
Businesses can establish a system to encourage ridesharing/carpooling among
employees.
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CONTINUE TO PROVIDE PREFERENTIAL EMPLOYEE
PARKING FOR CARPOOLS

Businesses could provide parking incentives for carpools, and
would establish the qualifications (i.e., define the number of
occupants, typically two or three) and the incentive type.
PARKING CASH OUT
This strategy is meant to target an existing parking supply
that employees may be using and free some of the spaces for
patrons. Businesses can deploy a parking cash out program by offering cash
payment to employees who agree to no longer utilize an off-street parking space.
ALTERNATIVE WORK SCHEDULES
This strategy implements an alternative work schedule for staff who have
schedule flexibility in order to lower parking demand during peak parking
times.
PM-5: I F N E E D E D , E S T A B L I S H T I M E R E S T R I C T I O N S I N O F F - S T R E E T
PARKING LOTS TO ENCOURAGE TURNOVER

Posting a time restriction conveys intent to
the user and encourages turnover. Some
businesses that may benefit from time
restricting a portion of their parking lot are
Retail/service businesses that exceed the
85 percent capacity utilization threshold
could benefit from time restricting a portion
of their parking lots.

PM-8: I F F E A S I B LE , C O N S I D E R V A L E T P A R K I N G F O R B U S Y A R E A S
Valet parking can be a useful parking management tool to optimize available
parking spaces both at off-street parking and nearby parking, and can also
reduce the need to create new parking facilities.
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A L T -5, A L T -6, A L T -7: I M P R O V E T R A N S I T O P P O R T U N I T I E S
A D VO C A T E F O R I N C R E A S E D T R A N S I T R O U T E F R E Q U E N C Y
Increased transit frequency can reduce parking demand in the LGVC. Currently,
TriMet transit lines service the LGVC on Boones Ferry Road and Kruse Way via
Route 37 and Route 38, and through Lake Grove along Boones Ferry Road via the
planned Route 44.
A D VO C A T E F O R A N I N C R E A S E D N U MB E R O F T R A N S I T S T O P L O C A T I O N S
Increasing the transit stops within the LGVC would increase accessibility for
persons with mobility concerns and more convenient transit access for residents,
shoppers, and employees traveling to their destinations.
I MP R O VE B U S S T O P L O C A T I O N S
The transit experience could be improved by enhancing the stops, an
improvement which has also been identified in the most recent Lake Oswego
TSP. Adding benches or protection from the weather (sun, rain, wind) could
promote increased use of the current transit facilities.

O THE R S TRATE GIES C ONSIDERED
When it comes to parking management, there is no “silver bullet”; what works
for one area may not fit the needs of another, and similarly, what does not make
sense now may work in the future. The following is a list of strategies that were
evaluated and screened out by the SAC during development of the LGVC PMP.
Parking Demand Management








PM-6: Identify satellite areas for employee parking (monitored by
businesses)
PM-9: Increase towing/enforcement efforts
PM-10: Establish residential parking permit program
PM-11: Establish parking agreements with adjacent residential
neighborhood during the week
PM-12: Put parking meters (pay-to-park) at on-street parking locations
PM-13: Create a parking benefit district
PM-14: Establish a Transportation Management Association (TMA) for
LGVC business owners

Capacity





Cap-1: Mark/sign on-street spaces
Cap-2: Stripe existing off-street surface lots that currently have poorly
maintained/designed striping
Cap-5: Develop public parking through fee-in-lieu
Cap-6: Change the access road behind McDonald’s to one-way (heading
southwest) and provide on-street parking
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Alternative Travel Modes




Alt-4: Sponsor events to promote alternative modes
Alt-8: Consider strategic placement of safe and secure bicycle parking at
key destinations
Alt-9: Continue to require bicycle/pedestrian amenities with
redevelopment

Code





Code-1 : Reduce parking minimums and maximums for office uses
Code-2 : Encourage use of parking study method to establish minimum
spaces required with redevelopment
Code-7 : Delete “Special Street Setback” requirement after Boones Ferry
Road project improvements are constructed
Code-8: Better enable shared parking by allowing long-term leases

Additional details of the parking management strategies are discussed in
Technical Memorandum #4 in the separate Technical Appendix.
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G LOSSARY
AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY - DURATION OF STAY
The average time a single vehicle stays in a stall over the course of a survey day. When
parking license plate studies are conducted (i.e., utilization studies), data is provided that
allows for the calculation of average duration of stay. Duration of stay is calculated by
dividing the total number of vehicle hours parked in a stall (or supply) by the number of
unique vehicles (unique license plates).

BLOCK FACE
In most cases, a city block has four sides. Each side represents a unique block face for
purposes of categorizing or cataloguing on-street parking. Parking studies generally
number each City block in a parking study area and uniquely identify each block face.
For instance, City Block 121 can be segmented into 121A (north block face), 121B (east
block face), 121C (south block face), and 121D (west block face). Information related to
the number of stalls, type of stalls, occupancy counts, signage, curb cuts, etc., on the block
face can then be located more specifically. Data provided at the block face level can be a
very powerful tool for examining and evaluating the dynamics of parking activity in an
area.

C O N S T R A I N E D P A R K I N G S U P P L Y (85 P E R C E N T O C C U P A N C Y
STANDARD)
Within the parking industry, an inventory of parking is considered “at capacity” or
congested when occupancies reach or exceed 85 percent in the peak hour. When more
than 85 percent of parking stalls are occupied, business patrons or other users may be
discouraged from visiting local land uses, or may add to area congestion by circling the
area in search of available spaces. Many cities use an 85 percent Occupancy Standard as a
threshold for decision-making, whereby, when the demand for parking exceeds 85
percent in the peak hour (or for a sustained period of time), more aggressive parking
management strategies are implemented.

OCCUPANCY
Measuring the number of cars parked as a percentage of the number of parking stalls
provided. For instance, if a 100-stall lot has 50 vehicles parked during a given hour, then
its occupancy is 50 percent. Occupancy studies are the simplest form of measurement
and provide very good data regarding parking surpluses and constraints by hour of day.

TIME STAY
For parking, a time stay usually indicates that a specific parking stall is posted (by sign or
meter) to notify users that their stay is limited and cannot exceed a certain standard (e.g.,
15 minutes, 1 hour, 90 minutes, etc.). Time stays are an effective tool in areas or parking
supplies where high turnover is desired (e.g., retail districts).

TURNOVER: EFFICIENCY OF THE PARKING SYSTEM
In most cities, the primary time limit will allow for calculation of an intended turnover
rate. For example, if the intended use for a stall is two hours, then the stall should be
expected to turn 5.0 times over a ten-hour period. As such, if turnover were
demonstrated to be at a rate of less than 5.0, the system would be deemed inefficient. A
rate in excess of 5.0 would indicate a system that is operating efficiently.
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TYPICAL SURVEY DAYS
A typical day is intended to represent normal parking activity that is most common
throughout an operating year to ensure that a parking count is not impacted by unusual
events, holidays or other factors that would bias demand. This is important in order to
avoid over or under-representing actual parking demand. Within the parking industry,
typical weekdays are recommended to be Tuesdays, Wednesdays or Thursdays, because
Mondays and Friday’ often have lower parking use. Weekends are usually represented
by a Saturday, unless (under normal circumstances) a Sunday would have higher
demands.

U N I QU E V E H I C L E S - V O LU M E
Number of vehicle trips made to and from the study area. Trips are identified and
quantified by unique license plates observed.

UTILIZATION
Utilization studies measure a range of variables related to how parking is used over the
course of a survey day. Utilization includes occupancy, turnover, average time stay, , and
rate of violation (where time stays are in place). Utilization studies require collection of
license plate data.

VIOLATION RATE - EXCEEDING TIME STAYS
Where parking is time limited (e.g., 1-hour and 2-hour stalls), license plate data can be
used to calculate average time stays. A violation occurs when the average time stay
exceeds a posted time limit. Within the parking industry, a violation rate of between
5 percent and 7 percent is considered reasonable, creating an access environment that is
neither too stringent (if enforced) nor too lenient. When recorded violation rates exceed
7 percent, cities can evaluate increasing enforcement of an area to ensure reasonable rates
of turnover. When violation rates are less than 5 percent, a city might look at reducing
enforcement hours.
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